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Wireless Vertical Mouse Delux M618PD BT+2.4G 4200DPI

Convenience
The DELUX ergonomic mouse, with its unique vertical design, places your hand in a natural position, preventing hand fatigue, forearm
twisting and reducing muscle tension. The removable wrist rest allows your forearm and vertical mouse to be in alignment and makes
your wrist float and rest on a comfortable pad that protects it from friction when moving the mouse. With a durable coating on the mouse
and a key life of up to 3 million clicks, the M618PU will give you long and reliable service.
 
Wireless
The Delux branded mouse is wireless, for even greater ease of use. Just plug the USB receiver into your computer and you're ready to go.
The  wireless  connection  with  the  USB  Nano  Receiver  receives  the  mouse  signal  from up  to  10  meters  away.  Thanks  to  its  capacious
battery, the mouse can work for a whole week on a full charge, with an average use of 8h a day. 
 
4 DPI levels
M618PD features 4 DPI levels - 800/1000/1600/4000 max 4200, with a highly sensitive optical motor that provides smooth and precise
tracking over a wide range of surfaces. With this, you can conveniently change the cursor speed to suit your needs.
 
A precision sensor for any system
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Mouse is compatible with Windows 2000, XP, 7, 8, 10 and MacOS. Fits various devices, laptops, PCs, notebooks, Macbooks. With a precise
sensor, the wireless mouse can be used anywhere, including rough or smooth surfaces.
 
More natural
Ergonomics is not just about the shape of the hardware, but also about the user's usage. With special button placement, thumb space
and rubber coating, the mouse allows for easier use and offers a comfortable and natural user experience.
 
.
Multiple connections
 
Delux M618PD mouse
Palm rest
USB-USB-C cable 1.4 m
USB receiver
Manufacturer
Delux
Model
M618PD
Color
Black
Mouse type
Optical, vertical
Mouse size
Large
Sensor
PAW3212
Wireless
connection
Interface
2.4G / Bluetooth 5.0 / Bluetooth 3.0
DPI
800/1000/1600/4000 max 4200
Number of buttons
6
Button life
3 million clicks
Refresh rate
250 Hz
Power supply
Lithium polymer rechargeable battery
Battery capacity
500 mAh
Backlighting
None
Dimensions
107x95x90 mm
Weight
162 g
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Compatibility
Windows 2000 / XP / 7 / 8 / 10 / Mac OS

Preço:

Antes: € 23.9973

Agora: € 23.51

Jogos, Mouses
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